
iPhone 14 New Products are Coming
Get a Head Start on the Tave



Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.

Material: TPU+PC

Model: Apple full series (including iPhone 14 series), Samsung S22 series

Keyword 1: GRADIENT
Frosted multi-color gradient

texture visible at a glance



N52 strong magnets

Automatic adsorption, a paste that fits

More advanced, 

can be independently matched

Metal detachable button and lens frame

Gradient Aurora Borealis  

Gradient Rainbow  

Gradient Evening Sunset  

Gradient Ice Blue  

Gradient Coffee   

Gradient Clouds 



Material
TPU + acrylic sleeve beer + metal lens frame, button

Model
Iphone 11/pro/pro max,
Iphone 12/pro/pro max,
Iphone13/pro/pro max,
Iphone 14 series

Two-color gradient
break the monotony



Color frame two-color gradient customization

Back panel thickness 2.0mm

Let fashion become colorful,Independent hardware keys to show 
more personality

The original color is transparent, 
restoring the beauty of bare metal

Four corner airbag
360° all-round fall protection

Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.





The colored pellets are made from waste silicone to achieve 

a unique aesthetic.Our aim is not to waste any resources 

and let the environmental concept of recycling continue 

from here.

Material: liquid silicone + PC + 60% GRS material

Model: IPhone 12 series, IPhone 14 series

GRS silicone Jelly loose powder
both environmental protection and art

Made with at least 60% recycled materials by weight



Fashion color matching

Random jelly loose powder 

looks like a starry sky

N52 strong magnets

Automatic adsorption, a paste that fits



Rare and rare in the market, price and value are more advantageous compared to the 

same model.Can help you to seize a unique position in the market, expand the product to 

increase profits.

Material: GRS silicone

Model: Airpod1/2/3/pro

Newly upgraded GRS liquid silicone

GRS silicone headphone case
in line with global recycling standards





Multi-color design, customizable colors

Small details
but also very careful

Light and thin to the touch 
Not cumbersome, no harm to the machine

Knead without deformation
flat bottom can stand



Recycled silicone materials certified to 
GRS global recycling standards

• There will be a Transaction certificate(TC)  for raw material; 
and for the finished case;

• C&T applies the TC for the finished product to clients, which 
with more than 20% recycle raw material;

• C&T applies the for the finished product 
with over 50% recycle raw material sticked on packaging. 



Keyword 3:

Bead Strings



Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.

Food grade candy colored silicone, 

safe and durable!

No odor Does not contain
harmful substances

BPA-free

Unlike wood or metal materials, food-grade silicone 
bead strings can be used for teething. Safe for 
infants to touch, non-toxic and odorless.

Material: food grade silicone
Specification: 9.12*15*18mm



Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.

Multi-color harmonious matching

Smooth and burr-free



Antibacterial
Keyword 4:

≥99%



Name: antibacterial phone case
Material: TPU (antibacterial)
Model: Apple / Samsung / Xiaomi



Invisible protection, antibacterial rate up to 99%
Unlike other solutions on the market, we do not need to add antimicrobial ingredients excipients in the production, but directly use antimicrobial 
raw materials to ensure permanent and continuous antibacterial effect and meet the protection needs of consumers after the epidemic.

Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.



Complete certificate
anti-yellowing test / anti-bacterial test / chemical test

Lightweight and highly translucent
Anti-yellowing degree up to level 4



TPU color film
Keyword 5:



                                                    

Material: TPU color film
Model: Customizable

GRS colorful storage bag

Product Features
Thickness index: 0.1mm-2.0mm
Softness index: 70A-98A
Tensile index: 20-30mpa
Elongation index：300-500% 

Made of TPU color film
 GRS recyclable ratio of 

50%-70%

Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.



frosted / high transparent process 
optional customization.

High strength and non-deformation, 
three-dimensional outline sense is 

very strong.

Stereoscopic profile

Strong plasticity

Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.

Multi-color options
Can replace the PVC to do 
transparent bags products.



Keyword 6:Color Frame



with 17 years professional customizable experience on fashion FMCG

Material: TPU cover rubber + acrylic back panel
Model: Iphone 11,Iphone 11pro,Iphone 11 pro max,Iphone 
12,Iphone 12pro,Iphone 12 pro max,Iphone 13,Iphone 
13pro,Iphone 13 pro max,Iphone 14 series

Solid color border, clash color out

Hardware buttons and lens frame

Original metal touch, responsive

Individually detachable, independent color 

matching

Acrylic transparent back panel
restore the real machine color

Thickness of 2.0mm
play a super protective power

Various colors can be customized

Colorful and versatile



Customizable magnetic suction function

Strong adsorption, perfect fit

Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.



Material: TPU+acrylic
Model: Iphone 11,Iphone 11pro,Iphone 11 pro max,Iphone 
12,Iphone 12pro,Iphone 12 pro max,Iphone 13,Iphone 
13pro,Iphone 13 pro max,Iphone 14 series

Minimalist fashion



Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.

Hardware keys, lens frame
Effective protection of keys, 
sensitive to touch pressure

Four corner airbag drop-proof 
design

Small range of color clash
Simple but not simple,
showing personalityHighly transparent back panel to restore 

the original color of the bare metal



Keyword 7:

Jelly Airbag



Airbag
Back airbag cushioning
disintegrate the impact

Color clash
Removable buttons
color matching of your choice

Soft
Highly elastic and soft material
no harm to the machine

Material: TPU

Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.



Specializing in one-stop customized solutions since 2002 for iphone & Samsung smartphone, AirPods, iPad, MacBook, and Apple Watch case.



Website ：www.ctworld168.com
Tel ：020-89014309  / +86-17665023206

Address ：Room 501,Building 3,No.539,Shibei Industry Road,Dashi Street,Panyu District,Guangzhou

Hey! 
We are the manufacturer for smartphone & laptop 

accessories and professional on quick customized 
production solution. 

If you also concern about the customized products, 
please don't miss our ODM service. We believe we can 

bring value to you.
 

Feel free to contact us. 


